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Founded in 2000 by Cameroonian students in Germany.
The focus of the association's work was on the development

of technologically based solutions to development policy
problems in Cameroon as well as the promotion and

support of Cameroonian students in Germany.
Today, the association is active in adult education,

especially in the areas of  empowerment and
participation. In this area, various educational projects

could be realized in recent years with the help of acquired
funding. In addition, the VKII regularly offers courses

through theVMDO e. V.'s educational program Diversity.
The association has thus been able to open its offerings to all

-many offerings reach marginalized groups in particular,
such as Black people, People of Color, Jews_Jewish,
Sinte_zza, Romn_ja, Asian Germans, migrants and

refugees.

The Persp:Active is a brainchild of the BUNDjugend NRW.
It was founded in 2020. In this project we work critical of
racism, intersectional and very important: together with

you! We want to take intersectional perspectives, empower
people with international histories and do activism together!

We work on all our projects from a critical perspective on
racism.



BLACK
lives matter

          ccording to Google (a mans

bestfriend when it comes to

Research) Empowerment means

people having power or authority

over your life. Empowerment can

also be when people get the

support they need that is right for

them to be equal citizens and to be

respected in their communities. 

 

A One of the core aims of the

Persp:Active is to promote black

empowerment. As a result of this

aim the Persp:Active partnered

with the Vkii in doing an

exchange, to encourage us as

black people to find our voices

and to help with the process of

being stronger and more con-

fident in our skin. 



BLACK

EMPOWERMENT?

It is claiming the spaces we need

and demanding positions that

were kept away from the last

decades. 

      o how do we give a rough

explanation of

Over the past years as black people

we have been silenced and our

history has been buried. We have

been restricted from living the

lives we want because we do not

meet certain beauty or European

standards. Black empowerment

means em-powering ourselves

letting our history known by the

world and bringing to the surface

all that has been buried. 

In her talk Chimamanda Adichie

said that the problem with

Steroetypes is that they are not

only untrue but they are also

incomplete and they make the

story become the only story. In

that sense over the years as Black

people we have had to live lives

were we are judged or perceived as

violent all because we never got to

say our story, our story has only

been told by Europeans in a rather

upsetting and falsified way. 

THE DANGER

OF A SINGLE STORY
Chimamanda Adichie

S
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    n a BIPOC Empowerment Retreat

workshop Naemi Mbemba ex-

plained how it is not our duty to

educate white people on Racism. It

is not our duty to teach them and

explain to them how and why we

deserve to be treated equally. It is

our duty to stick with our

communities to empower ourselves

and tell our story the way we want

it to be told.

I generally believe white people

are born and raised in racist

settings. In the same way Black

people are born to defend their

stories and to raise their voices.

I



          e asked some people who

attended the exchange what Black

empowerment meant to them and

these were their answers (translated  

from German):

"Black empowerment for me means to decolonize
my thinking and my views, to detach myself from

the white standard and to no longer want to
correspond to white ideals. Black empowerment for
me is the pride I associate with being black but also
simply my existence as a black person in a colonized

world."
Naemi M

„Black empowerment to me means focusing on the
emancipation and empowerment of Black

communities." Furat Abdulle

„Black empowerment for
me means to recognize my
value and to share it in a
self-evident way with the
world in order to bless it

with it.“

"Black empowerment to me
means collective healing,

self-determined living, and
making our perspectives

and life realities visible in
public spaces."

Joana Fatondji Aminata

W



WAYS IN WHICH 

CAN EMOPWER THEMSELFES:

BLACK PEOPLE

refusing to conform to certain beauty
standards 

bringing back old trends that represent black
beauty standards like y2k fashion and afro
looks (wear your crown with pride) 

believing that we can also do well in white
dominated spaces

realising that we do not always have to work
harder just to be recognised

movements like: black lives matter

learning more about the history of Black lives



WAYS IN WHICH NONE BLACK

PEOPLE CAN EMOPWER 

people of colour:

learning more about Black History

do not shorten someones name if you cannot
say it, rather try and learn

not staying silent in situations of Racism

avoiding the mentality that because you have
black friends, you're exempt from being
racist

avoiding the thinking that race-related
issues also work the other way around

creating safe spaces



empowerment
LITERATURE AS A FORM OF 

In honour and loving memory of Bell Hooks

I will not have my life
narrowed down. I will not 

bow down to somebody elses whim
or to someone elses ignorance.

Bell Hooks



was a leading african american

author, professor, feminist and

social scientist. Now imagine

during her time being Black and

being a feminist, and being an

author, she persevered and made

her work known all over the

world. Her aim was to empower 

 people, to empower women and

BELL HOOKS

 that is what she did until her last

breath. Actually not just until

her last breath but also until

now. Because today we are still

inspired and empowered by her

work. She did all this despite the

hardships of being criticised as a

black person. 

SO HOW CAN BOOKS BE

EMPOWERING?

Well people usually find in-

spiration from others. It's as

simple as seeing and reading a

book by bell hooks which can turn

a persons mind around and make

them empowered. Take for ex-

ample the book:

The book gives a step by step guide

into figuring out the triggers that 

 can come with being a person of

colour and it also gives a step by

step subtle insight on how you can

take simple steps into empower-

ing yourself. 

We also have literature that tells

the history of our ancestors . Some

of these books maybe triggering

because of the hardships  our

ancestors went through, such as

enslavement Tifanny Jewell 

THIS BOOK IS 
ANTIRACIST



but they help us remember our

history, where we came from and

where we want to go. I believe

seeing and reading how they were

able to gain independence from

enslavement and colonisation is

also empowering and we can also

learn to set ourselves free.

Empowerment is also acquiring knowlegde and
understanding which is something we can gain

from literature.

Bell hooks published over 30 books in her life time which deal with issues

of gender, class, sexuality and a lot of other world pressing issues.

Here are two book suggestions that may be empowering to you:

ALL ABOUT LOVE

by Bell Hooks

As you may have guessed from the

title in all about love Bell Hooks

writes about love. In 11 chapters

she explains the meaning of Love

and offers new and more radical

ways to think about it. One of the

greatest things we have is Love

and the goal is to love all and in

that way then the world can

become a better place.

In Bone Black Bell Hooks writes

about her own life and journey to

becoming who she was. Having

grown up as a Black Woman in

the United States she tells us

about the inequality and struggles

she faced in an unjust society:

BONE BLACK



MUSIK  AS  A  FORM  OF

       veryone pretty much likes music

and ofcourse music can be very

empowering. Its like the most

recently trending song

At the exchange we had artists

who not only empowered us with

music but with spoken word

poetry as well. Listening to music

by artists like

E

empowerment

which had people embracing their

bodies and their feniminity. Even

Fariha one of the Bujus very own

jams the song in her office when

she is busy working on projects.

Can you imagine how a simple

song between 3 to 4 minutes can

unite so many people and bring

them together for the same cause?

This friends is why music can be

so empowering. 

I am woman
Emmy Meli

 Nina Simone
 Sam Code 
Aretha Franklin

 felt empowering and uplifting.

Its in the way their voices break

when they sing painful lyrics and

the warmth in their voices when

they sing about love.



Black Woman

It was not only the live artists that

set the right mood for em-

powerment but it was also the

playlist which had some very 

empowering music some of the

songs that have had a lasting

impression are:

Still I rise

Danielle Brookes

Dr. May



OTHER EMPOWERING SONGS

ya Angelou



your 

hair-itage

 

      lack People's hair is symbolic it is

power. Whether it is shaved, under a

wig or neatly tucked in braids it is a

powerful force in all forms.

During slavery  our hair was said to be

similar to the wool of an animal.

Scruffy hair was also associated with

madness. White people used this

statement to justify their acts of

enslaving black people. During the

period of slavery if the white women

were not happy or if they were jealous

of the hair of black women they would

force them to cut it. 

it is not just hair it
         is identity

Our ancestors used to place small

amounts of food between their

hair so that if they were captured

they would have small amounts

to eat.

Some of them also placed seeds

and gold so that in the event that

they escaped they would have

seeds or gold to start a new life

somewhere. What did I say about

that black crown? It is a force of

power.

 „THE BLACK HAIR CROWN IS    

B

      A FORCE TO BE RECKONED   
                                   WITH“



Garret Morgan created the first black hair

relaxer kit in 1919. It was advertised in a way

that was demeaning to black women. According

to old newspapers they advertised it with

statements such as 

„Make kinky harsh and stubborn hair grow

long straight soft pliable and glossy.“

 

Statements like these made black women

doubt themselves and believe that the only

way they could be successful or recognised

was through these beauty standards.

Movements like the CIVIL RIGHTS

movement and the Black Power movement

disrupted the European beauty standards. It

gave black women and men the opportunity

to embrace their hair and to wear it with

pride like the beaming crown it is 

(play the song"crown" by Kelly Rowland.)

In todays world we see Black Women

and men take Pride in their hair. From

the beaming bouncy Afros to the 

cornrows to the locs popularly known

as rasta and to even braids. I do not

know about you but whenever I see a

Black Person in the street showing off

their locs or Afro I always whisper to

mysel:

„Make kinky harsh and stubborn
hair grow long straight soft pliable

and glossy.“

 „THAT IS A BLACK KING/
 QUEEN RIGHT THERE"



FAQs
über die Haare Schwarzer Menschen

CAN I TOUCH YOUR HAIR?

Natural hair is generally hard to take care
of as it requires a lot of products and it
tangles up easily. For that reason, most
black women find it easier to store it away
with protective hairstyles such as braids or
weaves and wigs

 „Don't touch my pride

         They say the glory's all mine

               Don't test my mouth

                   They say the truth is my sound“

solange -don't touch my hair

WHY DO BLACK WOMEN GET
WIGS/WEAVES/BRAIDS?

the obvious answer is no. asking to touch
someones hair is crossing boundries.



ARE YOU ENVIOUS OF WHITE
PEOPLES HAIR?

 I mean have you see the Black Afro
hair crown ???
Black women throughout history have
always loved and experimented with
their hair.

Why is your hair so short
today/Did you cut your hair?

One thing about black people’s hair ? It will
shrink. After a wash or a nap, it shrinks down to
a level where it looks like it was cut down. 
So, if you see a black queen or king's hair long
today and short tomorrow it’s probably
shrinkage.

IS THAT YOUR HAIR ?

The answer to this question is do not
ask that question. Noone likes having
someone walk up to them and
assume that their hair is fake, be it
braids a wig or locs.

Do not be ashamed of your colour
                 do not be ashamed of your heritage

                                  do not be ashamed of your hair I am  
                                                          I am beautiful and not ashamed

                   to say it. D.washington
BLACK  

 



Selfcare Because           

        elfcare has been a big movement

since the Pandemic started in 2020.

As one of the most talked about topics

of course it had to be included  in the   

 PERSP:ACTIVE Exchange and it

might be included in the next one as

well (wink Wink). It is safe to say

during the Pandemic people did not

have much to do and so they became

more aware of mental health issues

and how to better take care of

themslves

S

you Care

The definition of Self care varies from

person to person, because we all have

different ways in which we care for

ourselves. Unfortunately because of

social media trends people have a

misconception of what Self Care

really means and what it should look

like. For influencers selfcare would be

a perfect day. You get up in the

morning, clean,eat healthy, have a

productive day of work and still be

able to make it to the gym and make

dinner. Pheeew!! that is a lot!



This has had a toll on people as they feel they

may not be doing enough for their selfcare

routines in accordance to what other people

perceive to be Selfcare. But Selfcare does not have

to be perfect. Sometimes selfcare is snuggling in

bed on a cold day because you do not want to do

anything. 

TAKE CARE OF YOU!

Selfcare can be taking care of your mental,

physical, spiritual and emotional health. The

four are rather important and are connected

to each other because each affects the other

one. So when you give some tender loving

care (TLC) to your emotions do not forget to

also do the same for your phsysic and the

other two.

Take the first step to do a little exercise for

your body. Get a journal if you must and

practise gratitude.

 

Selfcare is generally just showing up as a version 
of yourself that you like, not to impress others 
but to impress yourself.  
 

It is also realising that somestimes it is not easy to

be your best self and that is also okay. Sometimes

laying in bed all day, stuffing yourself with your

favourite snacks is all the selfcare you need.

remember to take your time



 

It helps you maintain a good and

healthy relationship with yourself and

when you are well you are able share the

good feelings  with  others.  

 

 elfcare teaches you to put yourself first. It teaches you to set

healthy boundaries with those around you  as well You represent

yourself well to others when you are your best self. When you

love yourself you will not just stand for anything. When you

care for yourself you know your worth and that helps you to not

settle for anything less than what you deserve. Honestly that

feeling of selfcare in general brings you closer to an unstoppable

version of yourself. 

WHY IS SELFCARE IMPORTANT?

 

you cannot pour
from an empty cup.  
So make sure to fill
yourself up first 

S

Your wellness can be described as your
empowerment tools. The more you care for
yourself and the more you practise your
selfcare methods the more you sharpen those
empowerment tools.



a few tips on selfcare 

pay attention to your physical health

try to eat healthy 

identify the things that matter to you 

practise gratitude  even for little things

try not to compare yourself to others 

don’t worry about other people’s opinions

set boundaries with everyone even yourself

live intentionally

make a *what works for me* list

try to be mindful

Live Love Laugh

be kind to yourself
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